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Journals
Below is a list of journals you should monitor for content relevant articles. While we will not ask a question solely on the content of recent articles, we may ask questions that ask you to apply what you know from the content of the reading list below to a current issue or hot topic of recent articles.

- Attention, Perception, & Psychophysics
- Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception and Performance
- Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory, and Cognition
- Visual Cognition
- Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience
- Journal of Neuroscience
- Psychonomic Bulletin & Review

References
Below are two reference books that we have found useful to have on hand when working through topics in the list below.


Selective Attention and the Fate of the Ignored

Search & Guidance

**Learning & Motivation**

**The size, shape, and capacity of attentional focus**

**Neural Models of Attention**


**Dual Task Interference And Automaticity**


**Feature Based, Objects Based, Location Based, Time Based Systems**


